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/' PROJECT ABSTRACT : This is online based

project used for students and all categories of people who want to

become an IAS. In this project the modules are, " HOME, ABOUT US,

C OURS E S OFF'E,RED, INF ORMATION,, FACILITIE S, S TUDENT
CORNER, CONTACT US, F'QS".

By using this site the students will easily get information about IAS
exam notifications, we also provide Class Room Courses, Test Series,

Current Affairs, Virtual Classes and Interview Guidance.

The student will also ask their Queries to the given contacts.

PROJECT USAGE : The main purpose of the
project is, every student can prepare IAS courses in online. They can

also refer books. They can improve their knowledge by attending
Practice tests, E-library, guest lectures and live classes.

Teaching Methodology:
l.Meticulously designed Course plan with daily schedules.
2.Greatest thrust on Conceptual Clarity.
3.Detailed analysis of Previous Years' Questions to ensure three
things:
. Right direction is being followed in teaching
. Prioritization of topics in order of importance
. Conditions you to choose what to read and more importantly

what not to read.
4. Invaluable inputs for writing best answers.
5.Highly relevant printed study maierials.
6. Other learning aids in audio-visual format.
7. Ensuring individual attention.
8. Punctuality is the hallmark of our institution.
9. Enhancing the Power of Positive Spirit in you.
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: It,s our conviction that

;#il#:lls 
operat.r ,rd d.liver rheir best only when they are suitably

manage themselves and their potential.
Integral to this, our courr.r uddress the following concerns:

1. An over view about what it takes to be civil servant.
2. The ability to integrate rerevant issues on holistic viewpoint.3. The powerfur distinition berween answ..;;i,in* .*rirr,.,according to the demands of a question.

4' The control and the skill to create effective and novel insights intootherwise obvious issues.

f'The art of powerful presentation- in person and in the written orthe spoken word --- r -^

6' 
Th? ability to communicate one's viewpoint with confidence andconviction and that accu rately and effectiveiy.

The students are benefiteo wittr the high-t..r, infrastructure at theirdisposal, Established of classrooms equipped with state-of-the artfacility.
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